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A formal analysis is conducted on the exactness of various forms of unitary coupled cluster (UCC) theory based on particle-hole excitation and
de-excitation operators. Both the conventional single exponential UCC parameterization and a factorized (referred to here as “disentangled”)
version are considered. We formulate a differential cluster analysis to determine the UCC amplitudes corresponding to a general quantum
state. The exactness of conventional UCC (ability to represent any state) is explored numerically, and it is formally shown to be determined
by the structure of the critical points of the UCC exponential mapping. A family of disentangled UCC wave functions is proven to exactly
parameterize any state, thus showing how to construct Trotter-error-free parameterizations of UCC for applications in quantum computing.
From these results, we construct an exact disentangled UCC parameterization that employs an infinite sequence of particle-hole or general
one- and two-body substitution operators.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5133059., s
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent developments of electronic structure quantum algo-
rithms1–13 for noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) devices14
have renewed interest in the unitary formulation of coupled cluster
theory (UCC) and related formalisms.15–21 Unitary coupled cluster
theory expresses a generic state (Ψ) using the exponential Ansatz,
∣ΨUCC⟩ = eσ̂ ∣Φ0⟩, (1)
where Φ0 is a reference Slater determinant and the operator σ̂ is
antihermitian. Following coupled cluster theory,22 it is customary
to parameterize σ̂ in terms of a particle-hole excitation operator
(T̂) that promotes electrons from the hole (occupied) to the particle
(unoccupied) orbitals of the reference Φ0,
σ̂ = T̂ − T̂†. (2)
Although UCC was proposed15,23,24 about a decade after the intro-
duction of coupled cluster theory,25–29 apart from a few excep-
tions,17,18,30–36 it has found little application in electronic structure
theory because the corresponding equations cannot be efficiently
evaluated without approximation on a classical computer. However,
as suggested by Peruzzo et al.,2 the UCC wave function can be effi-
ciently generated on a quantum computer as a series of quantum
gates that implement unitary rotations. For ease of implementation,
it is common to factorize the exponential into a product of smaller
unitary rotations via a Trotter approximation (Trotterization) of the
exponential. The Trotterized form of UCC has been employed as
an Ansatz for the variational quantum eigensolver (VQE),2–4,9,37,38
typically in the singles and doubles (UCCSD) approximation. Due
to the noncommuting nature of the operator components of σ̂,
the Trotterized version of UCCSD is not uniquely defined. Large
differences in accuracy have been observed for different orderings
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of the operators.39 UCCSD with σ̂ made of other than particle-hole
excitations has also been investigated and combined with an adap-
tive algorithm to create compact wave functions.13 The definition
of UCC in terms of fermionic operators incurs overhead on typ-
ical quantum architectures from the fermionic encoding. Thus,
hardware-efficient Ansätze inspired by the UCC hierarchy but which
directly substitute the fermionic field operators for spin ladder oper-
ators have also been suggested as a more efficient alternative.10,40
Also, a general scheme to construct states that preserve a number of
symmetries (particle number, time-reversal, and spin) has recently
been presented.41
Interestingly, to the best of our knowledge, the circumstances
under which UCC and its variants can exactly parameterize a gen-
eral fermionic state are not formally established. When σ̂ is taken
to be a general operator, the exactness of the UCC Ansatz is triv-
ial due to the properties of the exponential map.42 However, the
restriction to particle-hole excitations makes the analogous result
not obvious. From the quantum chemistry side, it is difficult to pro-
vide a constructive demonstration of the exactness of UCC due to
the noncommutativity of the operators entering σ̂, which prevents
the formulation of a cluster analysis.43 From the quantum comput-
ing side, the UCC Ansatz with N parameters is different from a
sequence of N elementary unitary gates, and the form of the gates
(particle-hole) does not correspond to a standard set of universal
gates.
In traditional coupled cluster theory, a comparison of the deter-
minants that enter in Ψ and those generated by the exponential wave
function allows us to explicitly write equations that express the oper-
ator T̂ as a function of the coefficients of determinants in Ψ. This
mapping exists as long as ⟨Ψ|Φ0⟩ ≠ 0, and it is one-to-one, meaning
that the operator T̂ that represents any given state in the CC form
is unique.43 The same one-to-one mapping between a state and the
operator σ̂ will not hold for UCC. For example, in a system con-
taining two electrons in two spatial orbitals of different symmetry
{ϕi, ϕa} and with a reference determinant defined as ∣Φ0⟩ = ∣ϕiαϕiβ⟩,
the UCC wave function of the same symmetry as Φ0 may be written
as exp(σ̂)∣Φ0⟩ = ∣Φ0⟩ cos θ + ∣Φaαaβiαiβ ⟩ sin θ, where θ is the amplitude
corresponding to the double excitation ϕiαϕiβ → ϕaαϕaβ . This wave
function can represent any state spanned by the basis {Φ0,Φaαaβiαiβ },
but it has an infinite number of equivalent representations periodic
in 2π.
This work has three goals. First, we formulate a cluster analy-
sis of unitary CC based on a differential formalism. Our approach
expresses the UCC operator σ̂ as an integral along a path that
connects the reference to a general state Ψ, and we give an algo-
rithm to construct σ̂ explicitly for a given state. Under very mild
assumptions regarding the nature of the singular points along such
paths, this gives a constructive demonstration of the exactness of
UCC. This analysis is supplemented by a series of numerical exper-
iments in which we verify the exactness of UCC on randomly sam-
pled states and perform an analysis of the dimensionality of the
set of singular points. This analysis has similarities with a study
of the geometry of quantum computation,44 with the difference
that herein we are focused on the evolution of a state and not an
operator.





where the product contains all the UCC terms exactly once and σ̂μi
denotes a special ordering of the antihermitian operators. We use
the term “disentangled” in the Lie group sense, i.e., to indicate a
sequence of exponentials of individual generators (operators) that
is equivalent to the exponential of a sum of the same set of gen-
erators.45 We prove that a family of reorderings exists such that
the disentangled UCC Ansatz [Eq. (3)] can exactly represent any
state. Contrary to the view that considers Eq. (3) as a low-order
Trotter approximation of UCC,2,9,38,46 our result shows that the dis-
entangled UCC should be viewed as a family of alternative exact
and general parameterizations of fermionic states. Indeed, in the
theory of Lie groups, both the conventional unitary transforma-
tion of UCC and disentangled UCC are employed to parameterize
elements of a group and are referred to as using canonical coordi-
nates of the “first kind” and “second kind,” respectively.47,48 Third,
from the exactness of disentangled UCC, we show that any state
may be represented as a product of one- and two-body particle-
hole unitary operators acting on a Slater determinant. This result is
partially related to the analysis of coupled cluster theory with gener-
alized singles and doubles (CCGSD) by Nooijen49 and Nakatsuji.50
Our study concludes with an analysis of the CC, UCC, and dis-
entangled UCC wave functions of a toy model consisting of two
electrons in two orbitals. This model is used to illustrate several
interesting features of these wave functions and their significant
differences.
II. NOTATION
In this section, we will introduce some essential elements of the
notation adopted in this work. Throughout the paper, indices i, j, . . .
(a, b, . . .) label occupied (virtual) orbitals ofΦ0, respectively. General
orbital indices are indicated with p, q, . . .. A generic state Ψ may be




























where a generic second quantized excitation operator is defined as
âab⋯ij⋯ = â†a â†b⋯âjâi and c
ab⋯
ij⋯ is the corresponding coefficient. The
number of terms in the FCI expansion is indicated with NFCI.
The operator σ̂ that enters in the definition of the UCC wave









(tμτ̂μ − t∗μ τ̂†μ), (5)
where the multi-index μ = ((i, j, . . .), (a, b, . . .)) runs over all unique
particle-hole excitations (exc), tμ ≡ tab⋯ij⋯ is the cluster amplitude, and
τ̂μ ≡ âab⋯ij⋯ is a shorthand notation for an excitation operator. For real
wave functions, we just can restrict our analysis to the case of real
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where κ̂μ = τ̂μ − τ̂†μ is the antihermitian combination of a pair of
excitation/de-excitation operators. We will work exclusively with
real wave functions below, although the results can be easily gen-
eralized to the complex case.
III. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR THE EXACTNESS
OF UNITARY EXPONENTIAL PARAMETERIZATIONS
In this section, we outline sufficient conditions to obtain a rep-
resentation of an arbitrary state Ψ in the UCC form and provide an
algorithm to perform a UCC cluster analysis to construct the oper-
ator σ̂. Consider a continuous s-dependent path Ψ(s) with s ∈ [0, 1]
that connects the reference Φ0 = Ψ(0) (initial state) to a general state
Ψ = Ψ(1) (final state). We require Ψ(s) be normalized, and no other
restrictions are imposed on the path. If UCC can representΨ(s), then
we can write it in the exponential form as
∣Ψ(s)⟩ = eσ̂(s)∣Φ0⟩, s ∈ [0, 1], (7)
where σ̂ depends on s. Taking the derivative of Eq. (7) with respect













with initial condition σ̂(0) = 0. Equation (8) is an implicit ordi-
nary differential equation for the UCC amplitudes, which we will
refer to as the UCC path equation. The existence of a solution of
Eq. (8) for any final state Ψ is a sufficient condition for the UCC
parameterization to be exact.
For a given path Ψ(s), a condition sufficient for the existence of





can represent the gradient ddsΨ(s) for all the values of tμ(s) taken
along the path (see Fig. 1). The maximum rank of the basis |vμ⟩ is
NFCI − 1, which is equal to the dimensionality of the tangent space
of normalized paths |Ψ(s)⟩. When the basis |vμ⟩ is linearly indepen-
dent (has maximum rank) along the entire path, then the UCC path
equation admits a solution.
The UCC path equation may fail to have a solution if a path
encounters a critical point. Critical points correspond to values of
the amplitudes {t̃μ} for which the basis |vμ⟩ (or equivalently, the
Jacobian of the UCC wave function) has a rank smaller than its
maximum value. Critical points are potentially problematic since at
such a point the basis of derivatives may not be able to span ddsΨ(s).
Since the set of critical points (critical set) corresponds to a subset
of the amplitudes that satisfy a constraint, in the worst case sce-
nario, it is composed of surfaces of dimension less than NFCI − 1.
This observation suggests that if a path encounters a critical point,
we may use the freedom in choosing the path to find an alterna-
tive one that connects to the final state Ψ and avoids critical points.
This case is illustrated in panel (a) of Fig. 1, where path 1 avoids
critical points while path 2 encounters a critical point at which the
FIG. 1. Analysis of various scenarios encountered in the integration of the UCC
path equation [Eq. (8)]. Panels on the left visualize the UCC amplitudes, while
those on the right show the UCC wave function. (a) A path connecting the Slater
determinant Φ0 to the state Ψ may avoid (1) or encounter (2) a critical point. In the
latter case, the UCC gradients ∣vμ⟩ = ∂∂tμ exp(σ̂)∣Φ0⟩ are linearly dependent.
(b) When Ψ is surrounded by a set of critical points (critical surface), a path may
still be found that connects Φ0 to Ψ by making sure that at the critical point the
UCC gradients span ddsΨ(s). (c) A pathological critical surface cannot be crossed
by a path since at each point the UCC gradient is orthogonal to ddsΨ(s).
gradients |vμ⟩ are linearly dependent. The existence of isolated criti-
cal points is not problematic as one can always find a path that avoids
them.
If crossing a critical point is unavoidable (e.g., if the final state is
surrounded by a surface of critical points), then one may still be able
to modify the path as long as the derivative ddsΨ(s) has a nonzero
overlap with at least one vector |vμ⟩. In this case, the path is modified
so that at the critical point it is fully spanned by the linearly indepen-
dent components of the vectors |vμ⟩, e.g., choosing dds ∣Ψ(s)⟩ = ∣vμ⟩.
This second scenario is illustrated in panel (b) of Fig. 1. The only
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case in which the UCC path equation cannot be integrated occurs
if no path can be found that crosses a critical surface. This scenario
can arise if all points on a critical surface have gradients |vμ⟩ with
zero projection on the final state Ψ. In this pathological scenario,
illustrated in panel C of Fig. 1, once a path reaches the critical set,
it cannot move in the direction of Ψ. The occurrence of this case
seems unlikely in conventional UCC since the exponential map-
ping from amplitudes to states is highly nonlinear and all amplitudes
are coupled. However, in Sec. VI, we consider a disentangled UCC
Ansatz that is not exact and its analogous path equation displays a
pathological critical set.
A precise analytical characterization of the nature and preva-
lence of critical points in UCC appears to be challenging. We can
also examine the existence of critical points and the issue of inte-
grability of Eq. (8) with a series of numerical experiments. After
projection on the left with a set of determinants Φμ, Eq. (8) may be
expressed as
c(s) = A(s)ṫ(s), (10)
where the components of the vectors c(s) and ṫ(s) are cμ(s)
= ⟨Φμ∣ ddsΨ(s)⟩ and ṫμ(s) =
dtμ(s)
ds , while the matrix A(s) defined as
Aμν(s) = ⟨Φμ∣vν(s)⟩ = ∂∂tν(s) ⟨Φμ∣e
σ̂(s)∣Φ0⟩ is the Jacobian of the
vector valued function fμ({tν}) = ⟨Φμ∣eσ̂ ∣Φ0⟩. Note that A(s) is a
rectangular matrix of dimension NFCI × (NFCI − 1) so that Eq. (10)
appears to be an overdetermined system of equations. In practice, we
must account for the additional condition ⟨Ψ(s)∣ dds ∣Ψ(s)⟩ = 0, which
we consider by solving a constrained linear system, whose solution
is given by
ṫ(s) = [AT(s)A(s)]−1AT(s)c(s), (11)
and integrate this equation numerically.
In a first set of experiments, we sample various states Ψ and
numerically integrate the UCC path equation. Our computations
consider six electrons distributed in six orbitals (12 spin orbitals)
imposing the constraint MS = 0, which results in a FCI space con-
taining 400 determinants. The UCC path equation was solved using
as a final state Ψ five types of solutions: (a) 100 uniformly dis-
tributed random states, (b) 100 random states with a small number
of determinants that have large weights, (c) 10 random seniority
zero states (i.e., the states are composed only of determinants with
electrons paired in orbitals), (d) a seniority zero state with all deter-
minant coefficients equal, and (e) all possible single determinant
states in the orbital basis. Integration of the UCC path equation
for all these cases proceeded without numerical issues sampling ten
points along the path for a total of more than 7000 states. At each
point along all paths, the Jacobian was found to be of full rank (399),
implying that no critical point was visited. In all cases examined,
we find that the cluster amplitudes lie in the range tμ ∈ [−π, π],
with the extremal values tμ = ±π encountered only when the final
state is Ψ = −Φ0. When the final state is an excited determinant,
Ψ = Φμ (μ > 0), then the corresponding amplitude takes the value
|tμ| = π/2.
In a second set of numerical experiments, we identified and
analyzed the nature of critical points of a system of four electrons
in four orbitals, where Φ0 is taken to be a fixed determinant with
all electrons paired. We identified 100 critical points by numerical
minimization of the smallest singular value of A(s) (σmin). To char-
acterize the neighborhood of these points, we expand σmin around






(tα− t̃α)(tβ− t̃β), (12)
where we have taken into account that gradient terms are zero at a




itive, then any small change in the amplitudes will make σmin({tμ}) >
0 and, therefore, A(s) of full rank. Instead, if n eigenvalues are zero,
then there are n directions in amplitude space that keep σmin({tμ})
= 0 and, consequently, A(s) rank deficient. In all cases, we found
the eigenvalues of the Hessian to be positive, which implies that all
sampled critical points have dimension zero.
In summary, under the assumption that the set of paths con-
necting the reference and desired wave function does not display
a pathological critical set, we provide an explicit algorithm to con-
struct the exact UCC representation. We explore this construction
in our numerical experiments, which show that UCC solutions can
be found for a variety of states and we find here that the critical set
consists of isolated points of dimension zero. These results also find
confirmation in our study of the UCC wave function for a toy model
reported in Sec. VI.
IV. EXACTNESS OF A DISENTANGLED
FORM OF PARTICLE-HOLE UNITARY
COUPLED CLUSTER THEORY
In this section, we prove that the disentangled form of the UCC
Ansatz [Eq. (3)] can exactly represent any state, provided that an
appropriate ordering {μi, i = 1, . . ., NFCI} of the sequence of uni-
tary transformations is chosen. We explicitly show how to construct
such sequences and provide an algorithm to perform a disentan-
gled UCC cluster analysis. Note that although we use the same
symbol to indicate cluster amplitudes entering into the UCC and
dUCC wave functions, these have in principle distinct numerical
values.
To prove that any state may be written in the disentangled UCC
form, we equate this Ansatz to a general wave function and apply the







∣Ψ⟩ = ⋯e−tμ2 κ̂μ2 e−tμ1 κ̂μ1 ∣Ψ⟩ = ∣Φ0⟩. (13)
Equation (13) connects the exactness of the disentangled UCC
Ansatz to the existence of a product of unitary operations that rotates
the components of Ψ into the determinant Φ0.
A systematic transformation that realizes Eq. (13) may be built
by a sequence of rotations that progressively eliminates all determi-
nants labeled by one occupied orbital at a time. Consider an occu-
pied index i. We start by removing determinants that are singly
excited with respect to the reference (singles) by unitary (singles)
transformations of the form
exp(−tai κ̂ai ). (14)
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For each term, the amplitude tai is determined by requiring that the
state produced after its application
∣Ψ′⟩ = exp(−tai κ̂ai )∣Ψ⟩ (15)
does not contain the corresponding excited determinant Φai , that
is, ⟨Φai ∣Ψ′⟩ = 0. The operator exp(−tai κ̂ai ) rotates the reference and
excited determinants according to
exp(−tai κ̂ai )∣Φ0⟩ = ∣Φ0⟩ cos(tai ) − ∣Φai ⟩ sin(tai ),
exp(−tai κ̂ai )∣Φai ⟩ = ∣Φai ⟩ cos(tai ) + ∣Φ0⟩ sin(tai ),
exp(−tai κ̂ai )∣Φabij ⟩ = ∣Φabij ⟩ cos(tai ) + ∣Φbj ⟩ sin(tai ),
⋮
(16)
Therefore, the resulting rotated state is modified to
∣Ψ′⟩ = [c0 cos(tai ) + cai sin(tai )]∣Φ0⟩ +⋯
+ [−c0 sin(tai ) + cai cos(tai )]∣Φai ⟩ +⋯, (17)





If c0 = 0, both tai = ±π/2 solutions are acceptable. After eliminating
Φai from Ψ, one may proceed in a similar way with all other singly
excited determinants of the form Φbi , Φci , . . ., with b ≠ a, c ≠a, . . .. It
is important to note that each successive singles transformation does
not reintroduce previously eliminated singles. For example, once
Φai is eliminated from Ψ, it cannot be generated by κ̂bi acting on any
of the determinants contained in Ψ′.
After all singles labeled by orbital i are removed, one proceeds
to suppress double excitations of the form Φabij via the unitary rota-
tions exp(−tabij κ̂abij ). A set of equations similar to Eqs. (16)–(18) may
be written to determine the value of tabij that removes Φabij . Like in the
case of singles, an important aspect to point out is that this rota-
tion does not reintroduce any of the single excitations previously
removed because no triply excited determinant can be de-excited by
an operator of the form κ̂abij to give Φai . This procedure can be car-
ried forward until doubles and all higher excitations in which one
occupied orbital is labeled by the index i are rotated out.
Once this sequence of transformations is applied, all excited
determinants in the FCI expansion labeled by the index i are
removed and the coefficients of the remaining determinants will be
different from those of the initial state Ψ. This procedure may be
repeated choosing the next occupied orbital index j ≠ i. As deter-
minants labeled by j are removed by sequences of rotations, deter-
minants labeled by i are not reintroduced in the transformation
since they were completely removed in the previous step. Contin-
ued iteration over the remaining occupied orbital indices allows
us to remove all excited determinants from Ψ, leading in the end
to the state ±Φ0. Given the freedom in the choice of the order in
which excited determinants are removed, there are many inequiva-
lent exact disentangled UCC Ansätze that can be constructed by this
procedure.
The procedure described here to reduce a general state to the
disentangled UCC form is illustrated in Fig. 2 for a system of two
electrons in four spin orbitals {ψp, p = 1, . . ., 4}. In this case, a
FIG. 2. Sequence of elementary unitary
transformations that rotate a general two
electron in four spin orbital state Ψ to
the reference determinant Φ0 = |12⟩.
At each step, a rotation is applied to
eliminate a determinant from the cur-
rent state. Determinants eliminated after
a rotation are marked by a red cross.
Arrows that connect pairs of determi-
nants indicate the effect of each single
rotation. Rotations that do not project out
determinants are indicated with dashed
lines.
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generic state may be written as |Ψ⟩ = ∑p<qcpq|pq⟩, where |pq⟩ ≡
|ψpψq⟩ denotes a determinant. In Fig. 2(a), we show the sequence of























Several determinants may be affected by an operator during each
step of the inverse transformation. However, the sequence of oper-
ations is guaranteed to eliminate one determinant without rein-
troducing previously removed determinants. In Fig. 2(b), we show
a different disentangled UCC wave function that cannot exactly






















In this case, if we perform a cluster analysis, the application of two
single rotation operators [exp(−t32 κ̂32) and exp(−t42 κ̂42)] reintroduces
determinants |23⟩ and |24⟩, which were removed in the preceding
two steps. Application of two extra unitary operations [exp(−t′31κ̂31)
and exp(−t′41κ̂41)] eliminates all excited determinants. However, an
Ansatz including these extra operators is not minimal as it requires
more disentangled particle-hole unitaries (7) than required by the
exact Ansatz (5).
V. EXACT PRODUCT OF ONE- AND TWO-BODY
PARTICLE-HOLE UNITARY ANSATZ
Using the exactness result from Sec. IV, we show that any state
may be approximated with arbitrary precision by an infinite product
of only particle-hole one- and two-body unitary operators. We start





may be decomposed into a sequence of commutators of one- and
two-body particle-hole antihermitian operators. For example, the
three-body operator κ̂abcijk may be written as a single commutator of
two general two-body operators κ̂abcijk = −[κ̂aeij , κ̂bcek] (e ∉ {a, b, c}) or as
a doubly nested commutator involving only particle-hole operators
κ̂em and κ̂bcmk,
κ̂abcijk = −[κ̂aeij , [κ̂em, κ̂bcmk]], e ∉ {a, b, c}. (22)
These two decompositions of the excitation component of κ̂abcijk are
illustrated using a standard diagrammatic notation in Fig. 3. In
the same figure, we also show that this factorization generalizes to
higher-order excitation operators, for example, κ̂abcdijkl . An n-body
operator κ̂a1...ani1...in may be recursively broken down as a series of nested







m in ]], e ∉ {a1, . . . , an}. (23)
When there are more unoccupied orbitals than occupied ones, this
recursive decomposition can be applied up to the highest excitation
FIG. 3. Diagrammatic depiction of the decomposition of the particle-hole three- (a)
and four-body (b) operators âabcijk and â
abcd
ijkl using one- and two-body operators.
level because it is always possible to choose an index e ∉ {a1, . . ., an};
if the number of unoccupied and occupied orbitals is equal, one can
simply add a fictitious orbital so that the above construction can be
performed.
Once a generic operator κ̂a1⋯ani1⋯in is expressed as a series of
nested commutators, its exponential may be obtained via repeated














When each exponential term of the disentangled UCC Ansatz is
decomposed in this way, it leads to an infinite series of particle-hole








where the indices μi label a specific sequence of one- and two-
body operators. Finite approximations may be derived by expanding
Eq. (24) up to a given order M. In an analogous way, it is easy to
show that the disentangled UCC wave function may also be decom-










Compared to CCGSD, which despite being numerically very
accurate52–55 was shown to be an inexact wave function parameter-
ization,56–60 the disentangled UCC with singles and doubles can be
made arbitrarily accurate by increasing the number of terms.
VI. EXAMPLE: TWO ELECTRONS IN FOUR SPIN
ORBITALS
In this section, we analyze the features of UCC and the disen-
tangled UCC wave function using a simple toy model consisting of
two fermions in two spatial orbitals ϕi and ϕa. For convenience, we
indicate spin orbitals with labels i and a and use a bar to indicate
beta spin functions. The Hilbert space for this toy model is spanned
by the determinants {|iī⟩, |aī⟩, |iā⟩, |aā⟩}, and a general state will be
written as
∣Ψ⟩ = c1∣īi⟩ + c2∣aī⟩ + c3∣iā⟩ + c4∣aā⟩. (26)
A. Traditional CC
Taking the reference state to be |Φ0⟩ = |iī⟩, we write the clus-
ter operator in terms of cluster amplitudes for singles (t1, t′1) and
doubles (t2) as
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T̂ = t1âai + t′1âāī + t2 â
aā
īi . (27)
The coupled cluster wave function is a simple polynomial in t1, t′1,
and t2, and in intermediate normalization, it reads
c1 = 1, c2 = t1, c3 = t′1, c4 = t2 + t1t′1. (28)
This system of equations is easily inverted to obtain expressions for
t1 and t2 in terms of the FCI coefficients, giving t1 = c2, t′1 = c3, and
t2 = c4 − c2c3. In Fig. 4, we plot the determinant coefficients (ci) as
a function of the CC amplitudes. We focus on the singlet solutions,
which implies the constraint c2 = c3. In CC and UCC, this constraint
corresponds to imposing t1 = t′1, a condition that follows from the
requirement that T̂ (or T̂−T̂†) commutes with the total spin operator
squared. For convenience, we also normalize the CC wave function
to one.
The exactness of the traditional CC Ansatz may also be ana-
lyzed from the point of view of a path formalism. Writing the CC
path as ∣Ψ(s)⟩ = exp T̂(s)∣Φ0⟩, where the amplitudes are functions










where we have used the fact that âμ and T̂(s) commute. In the
CC formalism, the corresponding gradient vectors are given by ∣vμ⟩
= eT̂(s)∣Φμ⟩, and a solution to the CC path equation exists if this
basis can span the path derivative dds ∣Ψ(s)⟩. One way to character-
ize the singular points of this basis is to evaluate the metric matrix
(M)μν = ⟨vμ|vν⟩, which may be related to the Jacobian matrix A via
M = ATA. When the gradient vectors are linearly dependent, M is
FIG. 4. Two electron in two spatial orbital toy problem. Contour plots of the FCI wave function coefficients [see Eq. (26)] as a function of the cluster amplitudes t1 and t2 for
the coupled cluster (CC) [Eq. (28)], unitary CC (UCC) [Eq. (32)], and two versions of the disentangled UCC Ansatz [Eqs. (36) and (42)]. Contour values range from +1 (in
red) to −1 (in blue). The coefficients of determinants ∣̄ia⟩ and ∣iā⟩ are constrained to be equal (c2 = c3). For the disentangled UCC wave function, we show only one of the
solutions compatible with this constraint.
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singular and its determinant is null. For the toy model, the CC
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Since in this case, independent of the value of the amplitudes,
detM = 1, there are no singular points in the CC exponential
mapping leaving considerable freedom in the choice of the path.
However, the gradient vectors have no overlap with the reference
(⟨vμ|Φ0⟩ = 0 for all μ), so the CC path is integrable provided that
the path satisfies intermediate normalization, i.e., ⟨Ψ(s)|Φ0⟩ = 1 for
s ∈ [0, 1].
B. Unitary CC
For the toy model, if we impose the constraint c2 = c3, it is possi-
ble to derive closed form expressions for the determinant coefficients
in the UCC wave function,
c1 =















































As shown in Fig. 4, this wave function has a significantly more com-
plex behavior than that of CC, including multiple representations
of a given state. For this UCC solution, it is possible to write the
determinant of the corresponding metric matrix as













r cos θ, t2 = r sin θ. (34)
The set of critical values (t1, t2) in the domain |tμ| ≤ π (μ = 1, 2) is
shown in Fig. 5(a). One of the special features of this critical set is
that all points that belong to it consist of equivalent representations
of the state, |Ψ⟩ = |aā⟩. Thus, any path Ψ(s) that avoids the state |aā⟩
is integrable. Moreover, the state |aā⟩ can be represented trivially by
the UCC Ansatz. So, UCC can represent any state in the space of
states defined by this toy model.
FIG. 5. Two electron in two spatial orbital toy problem. A set of critical points for the
UCC wave function (a), a disentangled UCC wave function that can represent any
state (b), and a disentangled UCC wave function that cannot represent all states
(c). In (a), the first critical line corresponds to the state ∣aā⟩ and paths can cross
over it. In (b), due to the low dimensionality of the critical sets, one can always find
a path that avoids them. In (c), when trajectories that move toward the state Ψ̃
[Eq. (39)] approach the critical plane, the gradient of the wave function becomes
orthogonal to Ψ̃ and this boundary cannot be crossed.
C. Disentangled UCC
We begin by considering the following disentangled UCC wave
















to which corresponds the following determinant coefficients:
c1 = cos(t1) cos(t′1) cos(t2),
c2 = sin(t1) cos(t′1) − cos(t1) sin(t′1) sin(t2),
c3 = cos(t1) sin(t′1) cos(t2),
c4 = sin(t1) sin(t′1) + cos(t1) cos(t′1) sin(t2).
(36)
In writing this Ansatz, we keep both spin components of the singles
amplitudes (t1 and t′1, respectively) since spin conservation is not
trivially enforced by the condition t1 = t′1. In this case, it is possible












The exactness of this disentangled UCC Ansatz can also be dis-
cussed from the point of view of the path equation. For the Ansatz in
Eq. (35), one finds that the determinant of the metric matrix is given
by
detM = cos4(t1) cos2(t2), (38)
which implies that critical points correspond to values of t1 = π/2
+ πk and t2 = π/2 + πl, with k, l ∈ Z. Critical points of the path
equation lie on the intersection of these two planes [see Fig. 5(b)]
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and correspond to a lattice of lines (a set of dimension one) with
coordinates (t1, t′1, t2) = (π/2 + πk, t, π/2 + πl), where t ∈ R. There-
fore, it is always possible to find a path that avoids the singular
points.
A feature of the disentangled UCC is that the intermediate
states generated by the sequence of unitary operators may introduce
determinants that are not in the final state. For example, consider
the following entangled state:
∣Ψ̃⟩ = ∣aī⟩ + ∣iā⟩√
2
, (39)
which corresponds to coefficient values c2 = c3 = 1/
√
2 and is repre-
sented in the disentangled UCC form by the following set of param-
eters: t1 = 0, t2 = −π/4, and t′1 = π/2. The sequence of operations that











(∣iā⟩ + ∣aī⟩), (40)
and we see that the middle step introduces a doubly excited determi-
nant that does not contribute to the final wave function.
Next, we study a disentangled UCC Ansatz that cannot repre-
sent a general state. Consider the following state, where singles are
applied before the doubles,















The corresponding determinant coefficients are given by
c1 = cos(t1) cos(t′1) cos(t2) − sin(t1) sin(t′1) sin(t2),
c2 = sin(t1) cos(t′1),
c3 = cos(t1) sin(t′1),
c4 = sin(t1) sin(t′1) cos(t2) + cos(t1) cos(t′1) sin(t2).
(42)
This second parameterization cannot be exact in general, which we
illustrate by showing that it cannot represent the entangled state
Ψ̃. To represent Ψ̃ using Eq. (41), we must have t1 = t′1; however,
according to Eq. (42), the magnitude of c2 (and c3) is bound by the
inequality







As a consequence, the state Ψ̃ cannot be represented with this dis-
entangled UCC Ansatz [Eq. (42)] since the coefficients c2 and c3 fall
outside the bound imposed by Eq. (43).
We may also analyze this second disentangled UCC Ansatz by
considering the amplitudes as a function of s, in an analogy with the
path formalism developed for UCC. Critical points correspond to
the zeros of the determinant,
detM = 1
4
[cos(2t1) + cos(2t′1)]2, (44)
which are depicted in Fig. 5(c). If we try to connect the reference
Φ0 to the state Ψ̃ with a path Ψ(s) that is constrained to satisfy
c2 = c3, we find that when the amplitudes reach the critical values






cos t2 − sin t2
1
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− cos t2 − sin t2
0
0








In this case, either gradient has zero component along the state Ψ̃,
i.e., ⟨Ψ̃∣v1⟩ = ⟨Ψ̃∣v2⟩ = 0, independent of t2, and so no path can be
found in which t1 and t2 are varied simultaneously that crosses the
critical set. As a consequence, the second disentangled UCC Ansatz
cannot represent the state Ψ̃.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this work, we have investigated several formal aspects of
unitary coupled cluster theory and some of its variants currently
of interest in the simulation of many-body systems with quantum
computers. By writing the UCC wave function as an integral along
a path in the Hilbert space, we have been able to express the con-
ditions that make UCC an exact representation of arbitrary states
in terms of the properties of the set of critical points. Dimensional-
ity arguments show that the set of critical points has measure zero,
which combined with the flexibility of choosing different paths sug-
gest that the UCC path equation is likely to be integrable for almost
all choices of determinant reference and final state and, thus, in prac-
tical usage, exact. Our numerical experiments confirm this picture
and show that although critical points do exist, they do not prevent
integration of the UCC path equation. Although the UCC represen-
tation of a state is not unique, in our numerical examples, we find a
set of principal solutions characterized by amplitudes defined in the
range tμ ∈ [−π, π], for all μ.
Our second result is a proof that any state may be generated by a
disentangled (factorized) form of UCC. This representation employs
only the particle-hole excitation/de-excitation operators and con-
tains exactly NFCI − 1 such rotations. This representation is not
unique, in the sense that among the (NFCI − 1)! possible sequences of
unitary operators, only a subset is exact. For a simple toy model, we
construct two disentangled UCC wave functions, one which is exact
and the other which is not. From the exactness of disentangled UCC,
we show that any state may be approximated with arbitrary precision
by a product of particle-hole one- and two-body unitary transforma-
tions acting on a single Slater determinant. Thus, it is not necessary
in principle to consider unitary rotations generated by general one-
and two-body operators.
Our work elucidates several new aspects of UCC theory
and produced new formal tools to understand many-body wave
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functions. For example, the differential formalism used to analyze
UCC is also a practical approach to find the UCC representation of
any state (cluster analysis). Our result on the exactness of disentan-
gled UCC provides a way to explicitly construct minimum length
product unitary transformations that are exact for a given number
of electrons. A truncated version of the wave function built from an
infinite product of particle-hole singles and doubles may be an inter-
esting variational Ansatz for quantum computing. This wave func-
tion form is related to the ADAPT-VQE Ansatz, with the difference
that the latter uses a product of general singles and doubles.13 Both
Ansätze require, in principle, an infinite number of terms. Therefore,
an interesting question is whether or not it is possible to represent
a state using a product of one- and two-body general or particle-
hole unitary rotations such that the number of parameters is equal
to the size of the Hilbert space. Recently, there has been some work
exploring this direction.41
In practical applications, the Ansätze considered here must be
approximated to reduce the number of variational parameters to a
low-order polynomial of the number of electrons. Then, an impor-
tant question is what approximations maximize the efficiency with
which these Ansätze represent quantum states relevant to prob-
lems in chemistry and condensed matter physics? Therefore, it
would be desirable to perform a thorough numerical comparison of
these schemes and related approximate variants in applications to
challenging strongly correlated states.
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